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ThermaSphere™ TS-430

Column CHillEr/HEatEr 
8 °C to 70 °C
• improves reproducibility and chromatographic results

• improves baseline and overall detector performance

• improves peak efficiency

• Capacity to hold four (4) 30 cm columns 
 up to 1” outer diameter (up to 21.2 mm id) 

design

Completely solid state and integrated, the only moving parts in the 
unit are the chamber fan and the cooling fan, making the design of 
the TS-430 truly reliable. Easy to install, the unit requires minimal 
bench-top space for the benefits it provides. Being Peltier based, 
it has no compressors or CFCs to worry about and is extremely 
energy efficient.

The four mounting posts for the columns are located on the 
inside door of the unit. This allows easy, unobstructed access to 
the columns, valves, and fittings. Columns are held to the posts 
by solvent-resistant Buna-N™ O-rings making the mounting and 
changing of columns easy.

There are drains in the chamber for the valve and for any leaks onto 
the floor of the chamber. The tubing required is ¹⁄8" ID. The valve 
drain comes through the bottom side of the door. The chamber 
drain comes through the bottom of the unit near the front.

temperature range/ readability/ accuracy/ stability

Temperature readability is 0.1 °C and accuracy is ±0.2 °C over 
the entire range from 8.0 °C to 70.0 °C. The unit features single-
point electronic calibration for accuracy that is easily reset by the 
user to agree with local laboratory standards. The display can be 
changed from temperature to timer with a single keystroke on the 
tactile touch membrane.
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ThermaSphere Chiller/Heater Column Temperature Controllers

Part No.  Description Price	

EH0-5720	
I
	 ThermaSphere	TS-430	Chiller/Heater	HPLC	Column	Temperature	Controller,	8-70	°C,	115	Vac,	50/60	Hz,	2.0	amp	

I

EH0-5721	 	 ThermaSphere	TS-430	Chiller/Heater	HPLC	Column	Temperature	Controller,	8-70	°C,	230	Vac,	50/60	Hz,	1.0	amp	 	

Specifications
Temp.	range:	 8.0	°C	to	70.0	°C	*
readability:	 0.1	°C
Accuracy:	 ±0.2	°C
Stability:	 ±0.2	°C
Convection	fan:	 Yes
Timer	range:	 00:01	min/sec	to	99:59	hrs/min
readability:	 1	second
Audible	alarm:	 Yes	(with	Auto-off)
	

ELECTrICAL
Chiller/Heater:	 Peltier,	100	watts
Power	consumption:	 230	watts	AC
Electrical:	 115	VAC,	50/60	Hz,	2.0	amp	
	 230	VAC,	50/60	Hz,	1.0	amp
	

DIMENSIoNS
Chamber
		15.625"	(39.69	cm)	H	x	6.385"(16.28	cm)	W	x	5.125"	(13.02	cm)	D
Overall Chassis
		25.5"	(64.77	cm)	H	x	8.75"(22.23	cm)	W	x	3.25"	(33.66	cm)	D
Valve	hole	diameter:	 1.625"	(4.13	cm)

open	Position	
for	Column	Access

Closed	Position

(1) The TS-430 is warranted for 1 year parts and labor.  
(2) Please specify Line Cord if other than North America (Australia, 
Germany, Italy and UK are available). 

*To achieve the minimum temperature of 8 °C, the ambient 
temperature of your laboratory should not be over 22 °C. The unit has 
a below-ambient temperature differential that depends on ambient 
room temperature. This differential is about 14 to 16 °C, and is load 
dependent. It may take longer to reach very low temperatures when 
the chamber is filled with multiple and/or larger columns.


